Assessment 06: Sentences

The due date for submitting the assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

4 Questions are Compositional

Marks [1 x 10]

1) The set of rules for ordering words in a sentence is called ________

   - grammar
   - sentence structure
   - syntax

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - grammar
   - sentence structure
   - syntax

2) The typical sequence of sentence elements in a particular language is known as ________ word order

   - grammatical
   - sequential
   - noun
   - simplex
   - thematic

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - grammatical
   - sequential
   - noun
   - simplex
   - thematic

3) A sentence structure in which the agent is mapped onto the subject position is said to be in ________, while one in which the patient is mapped onto the subject position is said to be in ________

   - agent
   - patient
   - direct object
   - indirect object

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - agent
   - patient
   - direct object
   - indirect object

4) A syntactic parsing strategy that assumes the simplest possible sentence structure is known as ________

   - heuristic assignment
   - base closure
   - movement
   - simple completion

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - heuristic assignment
   - base closure
   - movement
   - simple completion

5) The various types of participants involved in an event portrayed in a sentence are called its ________ roles

   - semantic
   - pragmatic
   - syntactic
   - thematic

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - semantic
   - pragmatic
   - syntactic
   - thematic

6) The entity that causes the event portrayed in a sentence to occur is called its ________, while the entity that is acted upon is called the ________

   - agent
   - patient
   - subject/object
   - object/agent

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - agent
   - patient
   - subject/object
   - object/agent

7) A sentence that still makes sense, but with a different meaning, if the agent and patient swap subject and object positions, is called a ________

   - ambiguous
   - elliptical
   - flexible
   - reversible

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - ambiguous
   - elliptical
   - flexible
   - reversible

8) The likelihood that a person will complete a sentence with a particular word is known as that word's ________ probability

   - clause
   - comprehension
   - selection
   - semantic

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - clause
   - comprehension
   - selection
   - semantic

9) A ________ model is one in which all of the processing at one stage needs to be completed before moving on to the next stage.

   - parallel
   - sequential
   - serial
   - two-stage

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - parallel
   - sequential
   - serial
   - two-stage

10) ________ is an ERP waveform that is often elicited by semantically inconsistent stimuli.

   - P200
   - P300
   - N200
   - P200/P300

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - P200
   - P300
   - N200
   - P200/P300